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FUN  
FOUNDATION

AN OHIO COUPLE ASSEMBLES A TOP-NOTCH TEAM TO BRING THEIR VISION OF A RUSTIC  
CHALET-LIKE MOUNTAIN RETREAT NEAR THE SKI RUNS IN JACKSON TO FRUITION

Grounded by a hand-knotted 
spun wool area rug from 
Afghanistan, a sectional  
sofa and matching teak  
club chairs, all from EJ  
Victor, foster a sense of cozy  
comfort in the great room.
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Leathered granite countertops with chiseled edges  
can be found throughout the home’s interior. 
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hio residents Phil and Barb Derrow have a tradition when-
ever they build a new home. Before the project officially 
kicks off, they gather friends and family for a champagne-
fueled celebration. Afterward, they christen the project by 
discarding the empty bottles into the foundation. “That 

was Barb’s idea 25 years ago, and we’ve done it at every home 
we’ve done since,” Phil says. “Our home is built on a party.”

A skiing enthusiast and self-described “adrenaline junkie,” Phil 
has been visiting Jackson since the mid-1980s, when he fell in 
love with both the steep slopes and the community itself. While 
Barb prefers to “cruise the blues,” she says, of the moderately 
difficult runs, Phil skis the entire mountain. “I love the cold, the 
snow, the speed and the exhilaration,” he says.

After dipping their toes in the water with a timeshare condo, 
the couple bought a forested one-acre ski-in, ski-out property lo-
cated about a mile away from Grand Teton National Park.

There they built a charming dwelling featuring Montana moss 
stone walls, reclaimed barnwood siding and a mix of metal and 
cedar shake roofing. “We want any who enter to be comfortable 
whether they’re coming in from skiing in the winter or hiking in 
the park in the summer,” Phil says.

Large flat-top granite pavers lead through native grasses to the 
tall front door, which, illuminated by a gas lantern, creates a wel-
coming first impression. “The architecture is rustic, but it’s done 
in a fresh way,” says interior designer Rush Jenkins, pointing to 
the barnwood sliding window shutters and unusual cupola.

The project was not without its challenges. During the excava-
tion, builders Chad Grohne and Trevor Klein hit five springheads, 
which required them to dig down many feet below slab grade 
and fill it with wash rock and drains. Not to mention the snow-
fall—nearly 700 inches that winter. “The amount of snow that we 
had to export was phenomenal,” Grohne says. “It was kind of a 
fun challenge.”

The entire team worked closely together, sourcing reclaimed 
wood, materials and furnishings from all over the country. At 
one point in the project, Phil suggested the team fly to Denver to 
look at stone samples. Ultimately, they selected leathered granite 
slabs with chiseled edges, which can be found throughout the 
home. “Phil had some wonderful ideas,” says interior designer 
Renee Crawford, who worked closely with Jenkins on the finishes 
and furnishings.  >>
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“OUR HOME IS BUILT ON A PARTY.”      
                                — —HOMEOWNER  PHIL DERROW   
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: The stairway railing is made  
from railroad track—one of the many unique materials sourced  
for the project. A branch-like chandelier illuminates the open  
dining area. With outdoor dining, a fire pit and a hot tub, the  
stone-covered outdoor patio is an ideal spot for entertaining. 

Indeed, a talented woodworker with his own shop, Phil also 
had a hand in selecting the reclaimed wood used throughout. The 
naturally fumed oak flooring, for instance, was originally used 
for chicken coops. And the ceiling boards in the great room were 
once tables used to grow mushrooms in abandoned West Virginia 
mines—just two of the many examples throughout.

Jenkins and Crawford juxtaposed those hand-hewn elements 
with more contemporary furnishings. In the living room, a hand-
made wool rug in dark blue and gray grounds a streamlined sec-
tional sofa and a pair of modern teak-framed chairs around a curly 
figured walnut cocktail table Phil built in his workshop. ”The client 
wanted a unique, original home that was inviting and casual yet 
luxurious,” Jenkins explains.

A three-tiered metal chandelier both calls attention to the high 
ceilings and coordinates with the metal stairway railing, which is 
made from vintage railroad track. A second track serves as the 
footrest for the well-stocked bar in the lower-level family room. “I 
bought 100 feet or so and had it shipped to metalworkers in Jack-
son,” Phil says. “They heated it in a long forge and whacked on it 
with hammers until it looked nice and rustic.”  >>
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A tweed wallcovering by 
Phillip Jeffries contrasts 
with stone walls in the 
master bedroom.
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That mix of influences is a hallmark of the design. For evi-
dence, look at the dining area, where a custom wrought-iron 
chandelier with hand-blown glass globes inspired by organic 
forms illuminates a round wooden table and upholstered chairs. 
“It’s not as masculine, so it helps to create a balance in that 
space,” Crawford says.

And the powder room’s elegant hanging glass sconces, linen 
wallcovering and brown leather-framed mirror juxtapose with 
the more rustic sink, which is carved from a massive 700-
pound boulder that was excavated from the site and hung by 
steel on a wood accent wall. “It’s like a symphony in that you 
have multiple instruments that come together in harmony to 
create a wonderful score,” Jenkins suggests.

The social couple have hosted many visitors and a number 
of parties since they moved in two years ago, including one for 
the entire design and construction crew and their families to 
celebrate the culmination of a long, collaborative project. “It 
wouldn’t be the same house without all of the players working 
together to make it something special,” Phil says. “The design 
process can be a fair amount of work, but it’s a lot of fun. We 
couldn’t be happier with everything.” o

>> For a guide to this home’s products and pros, visit mountainliving.com/FunFoundation

OPPOSITE, CLOCKWISE:  
A walnut desk with a hand-
forged steel base by Erickson 
Woodworking adds a bespoke 
touch to the office. Designed 
with guests in mind, the bunk 
room was inspired by a Swiss 
chalet. The powder room sink 
was made from a massive  
stone excavated from the  
site. THIS PAGE: Bronze pen-
dants with etched crystal and 
coordinating sconces, all from 
Visual Comfort, juxtapose with 
the more rustic elements in  
the spa-like master bathroom.
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